




“excitement, expectation, pride, & determination; 
just a few of our core ingredients”

Richard Cross, Waxaddict Founder



About Waxaddict

Since 2012 we have sold over 13000 samples of 
our wax which has been in constant development 
via our unique focus group of over 3500 members. 
In August 2014 we realised the demand to buy full 
size versions and Waxaddict was born.

A Unique Position In Car Care.

USP You Say?

Everything you see at Waxaddict is original, 
waxes developed in house and accessories 
manufactured directly for us. It is important that 
our brand is renowned for innovation and 
revolutionary twists in car wax development, that’s 
why we will only release unique products.

A Reputation For Originality.

Candygloss is the first wax with texture like 
whipped cream, Subzero is the first wax to 
contain menthol vapours, for use in cold climates. 
Graphite has the first real carbon fibre wax pot in 
the world! Quartz fuses Crystal Quartz technology 
(only usually found in sealants) with a wax.

We Like To Be Di�erentOur Focus Group

With thanks to Waxybox we have had access to 
some of the most influential detailers in the world, 
Our focus group consists of many professional 
detailers with a high technical knowledge of wax 
and last stage protection (LSP). Since 2012 we 
have received monthly feedback through every 
step in development.

waxybox



CandyGloss “Whipped” 

Candygloss whipped is a very unique wax; on paper it 
should be a hard wax which would be difficult to spread 
and remove, however due to our revolutionary cooling 
and pouring method it becomes incredibly silky & soft. 

The advantage of this revolutionary method is that the 
wax performs like a rich wax yet can be applied like a 
paste wax. The blend contains a mixture of T1 carnauba, 
natural oils and polymer waxes which bond to give 
months of durability through the show season. 

One coating gives a rich gloss, silky smooth finish and 
bold reflections, the lovely round water beads and great 
water sheeting make Candygloss a hit with everyone who 
uses it, just don’t be tempted to eat it! 

A Revolutionary Show Wax.

A one of a kind wax, such a pleasure to use yet 
bonds to give great show season durability and 
a wet look gloss.

CandyGloss
whipped

£50 for 200ml



Edition 18

Edition 18 was initially released in Waxybox and saw our 
best feedback so far in our wax development. With this in 
mind we continued development until finally releasing it 
into our range. Some of the ingredients and part of the 
formula is shared with our signature wax Vitreo, however 
the wax contains zero carnauba and instead is a blend of 
softer waxes and polymers. 

The finish is jaw droppingly glossy, reflections are sharp 
and water dances on the surface until it finds a way off! 
The hydrophobic coating produces lovely round 
waterbeads and insane microbeads in drizzle.  The 
coconut scented wax spreads like a soft butter, cures 
within 8-12 minutes and removes with minimal effort.

Immense Water Behaviour

#18ed
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on A luxury feel, poured into our black glass tubs. 
A rewarding wax to use with water beads any 
wax addict will be proud of.

£50 for 200ml



Vitreo

This formula is so finely balanced it has to be hand crafted 
in small batches by the developer. The refined ingredients 
are weighed with extreme accuracy to ensure both ease of 
use yet tough durability.

This attention to detail creates a highly natural & rich wax 
which is incredibly easy to spread, cures gently and is 
removed with minimal contact to reveal an elegant finish. 

The gloss level will challenge the most respected 
concours wax regardless of price tag; reflections are 
highly defined, water sheeting is lively whilst water beads 
stand tall and glassy. Resistant to pH balanced 
shampoos, snow foams and TFR’s, Vitreo remains tough 
for months of “all weather” motoring.

A Glassy Wet Look Finish

£60 for 200ml
Hand Poured & Signed By The Developer



Edition 21

Edition 21 celebrates a significant stage in development 
which makes it an important fixture in our range.

A specially crafted blend of natural & organic wax with 
advanced oils that make removal almost effortless. Once 
removed the gloss and definition will take your breath 
away, with great water beading and sheeting.

The soft buttery texture spreads forever and removes with 
ease to leave a lovely deep glow and high definition. 

Durability and water behaviour is stronger than Vitreo and 
the base also shares some advanced ingredients from our 
high performance wax Quartz.

A Milestone In Our Development

£80 for 200ml
Hand Poured & Signed By The Developer



Quartz

We have balanced the finest grade hard & soft waxes 
together with Si02 Crystal Quartz technology to bring you 
an innovative and unique wax blend. Applying the quartz 
infused wax is extremely effective, wrapping the painted 
surface in a wax nano coating.

Our new Quartz blend pushes car wax innovation. Until 
now paint protection with Si02 technology has only been 
associated with liquid sealant products, however our 
break-through to integrate crystal quartz with wax has 
resulted in a very unique blend. 

The signature wax formula gives you the honest results 
you’d expect from a luxury wax; lustre, gloss, reflection, 
hydrophobic water beading and tough durability. Now the 
Si02 structure locks this in with a chemical structure that is 
resistant to detergents & contaminents.

Redi�ning Performance

£95 for 200ml
Hand Poured & Signed By The Developer



Graphite

The ultimate car wax, the jewel in our collection and the 
only real carbon fibre wax tub in the world. Limited to 100 
worldwide this blend is truly amazing; ease of use, depth, 
pop, reflection and super hydrophobic water beading, 
rapid sheeting and ultra strong durability. 

This blend uses only the finest organic & natural waxes 
along with unique ingredients including Si02 Crystal 
Quartz which make graphite a pleasure to work with. 

The cured wax creates an ultra smooth substrate which in 
wraps your vehicles paintwork in a protective barrier which 
not only provides depth and intense gloss but bonds to 
form a barrier against contaminents.

The Collectors Wax

£150 for 200ml      
Hand Poured & Signed By The Developer

Water beads are superb, tall, glassy, round and they stay 
that way. Even dirty surfaces bead up and most 
contaminents simply rinse away. Once washed and rinsed 
beading is revived like the day you applied it for months to 
come. 

Presented in our luxury black glass jar which is wrapped in 
real carbon fibre, then highly polished for the ultimate 
collectors item. Limited to just 100 pots worldwide, this is a 
must have for any wax connoisseur. 



Accessories
Our 90PPI luxury foam wax applicators & 
dual pile edgeless microfibre cloth complete 
your wax experience, making applicatoion 
and removal even more of a pleasure! 

Merchandise
If using the products and accessories isn’t 
enough then we have the perfect branded 
products such as; car windscreen stickers, 
vehicle decals and waxaddict urban t-shirts.
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Slick Rims is part of the Waxaddict family.
A NANO & Sio2 rim sealant safe on alloy, steel, 
powder-coated, polished, diamond cut, and matte 
finish wheels. The advanced coating takes only 
minutes to apply but lasts for months making rims 
reflective, stay cleaner and make cleaning easier. 

Other Products

We have two advanced tyre coatings both containing 
Si02 Quartz to seal your rubber and give water beading 
like our Waxaddict Waxes! We also have a growing 
range of wheel maintenance products and in 2016 will 
launch a full Slickrims wheel kit.

Si02 Tyre Treatments & more...

slic rims
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£45 for 100ml



Waxaddict UK
Unit 1A Dearne Works
Scissett, Huddersfield
West Yorkshire
HD8 9HS

t: 44 (0)1484 602592
e: info@waxaddict.co.uk
w: www.waxaddict.co.uk

social networks: 
@waxaddictuk

UK  |  Ireland  |  Netherlands  |  Belgium  |  Luxembourg  |  Germany   |  Finland  |  Norway  |  Poland  |  Portugal  |  Philippines  |  USA 

Waxaddict Europe
Pastoor van winkelstraat 55c 
5374 BH Schaijk

t: 06-24110411
e: info@waxaddictbenelux.com
w: www.waxaddictbenelux.com

social networks: 
@waxaddicteurope

Waxaddict USA
Skys The Limit Car Care
755 West State Road 434
Suite M
Longwood, FL. 32750
386-259-0759

t: 06-24110411
e: info@waxaddictusa.com
w: www.waxaddictusa.com

social networks: 
@waxaddictusa


